
OUTREACH
BOT
Change the way you connect 
and promote yourself and your
business - in the new remote
world.



COVID-19 ERA
Outreach strategies have to be 
re-imagined for a world where
travel and in-person meetings 

are off the table.



Dip in Numbers
Significant decrease in the number 

of contacts that you can engage with
meaningfully, simultaneously.

Increased Load
Too much time spent replying to 

emails, improving multiple content and
responding to messages.

Meeting Fallouts
Lack of F2F meetings prevents

meaningful connections and deep
relations.

Your Outreach 
and Promotion
Take a Hit



Meet
Outreach Bot

The closest that you can come
to replacing yourself in front of

your contacts.



Features

Here are a few activities that the
Bot can do on your behalf with
Conversational Engagement.

Provide Information

Provide company and product
documents, show videos, answer
FAQs and random questions from
knowledgeable.

Schedule Meetings

Fix, re-schedule or cancel
meetings and send reminders.

Lifecycle Messaging

Send contextual notifications,
updates, share articles, send
greetings and collect feedback.



Reverses Disruption
Rapidly tide over the remote work
challenges thrown up by the new

world order.

24/7 Cycles
Engages contacts round the clock

with little or no need of manual
intervention.

Humanized
Automation

Authentic, human-like conversations
that mimic you with your contacts. 

HOW DOES IT
HELP YOU?



It also helps
you do more
with less.

Single Point of Contact
Replace multiple assets like
websites, brochures, decks
with one easy to manage Bot.

Engage More Contacts
With the Bot handling routine
tasks you can have more time to
interact with key contacts.

Content Enrichment
With one channel to manage, 
you will have more quality in 
your content and messaging.



And its
super easy
to use. 

 

Customize ready-to-
use business bots.

 

Sharing with contacts
and prospects.

 

Manual & Automated
interactions over 
WhatsApp and Messenger.
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ZERO 
IT SKILLS
REQUIRED



Who all 

is it for?

Executives

Incease your
outreach 100x.

Consultants

Don't let social
distancing affect
your networking.

Contractors

Instant response to
queries so that you
are hired faster.



+91- 9966583320
 

Cell | WhatsApp | Messenger

TRY IT FOR FREE

nishith@nhancenow.com

www.nhancenow.com


